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How People Learn–National Research Council

Key finding 1: Students come to the classroom with preconceptions about how the world
works. If their initial understanding is not engaged, they may fail to grasp the new concepts
and information that are taught, or they may learn them for the purposes of a test but revert
to their preconceptions outside the classroom.

Implications for teaching: Teachers must draw out and work with the preexisting under-
standings that their students bring with them.

Key Finding 2: To develop competence in an area of inquiry, students must: (a) have deep
foundation of factual knowledge, (b) understand facts and ideas in the context of a conceptual
framework, and (c) organize knowledge in ways that facilitate retrieval and application.

Implication for teaching: Teachers must teach some subject matter in depth, providing a
firm foundation of factual knowledge.

Key finding 3: A metacognitive approach to instruction can help students learn to take
control of their own learning by defining learning goals and monitoring their progress in
achieving them.

Implications for teaching: The teaching of metacognitive skills should be integrated into
the curriculum in a variety of subject areas.
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Group A

Problem 1:

Let y = 6x. If ∆y = 24, find ∆x.

Problem 2:

Water is flowing into a pool at a constant rate of 3 liters per minute. If the amount of water
in the pool has increased by 12 liters, how much time has elapsed?

Problem 3:

Imagine you wrap a rope around the earth at the equator. Now add 20 meters to the length
of the rope. Hold the rope evenly around the earth (concentrically). Which of the following
is the tallest creature that could walk under the rope without hitting its head?

a) an ant.

b) a mouse.

c) a cat.

d) you.

Problem 4:

What is the mathematical concept common to problems 1-3? Which questions do you
anticipate would promote interest and/or discussion about that concept?
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Group B

Problem 1:

True or False: You were once exactly π feet tall.

Problem 2:

True or False: There had to be at least one moment in your life when your height measured
in inches equaled your weight measured in pounds.

Problem 3:

True or False: cosx = x− 2 has a solution on [0, 6]

Problem 4:

What is the mathematical concept common to problems 1-3? Which questions do you
anticipate would promote interest and/or discussion about that concept?
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Group C

Problem 1:

Water is flowing at a constant velocity through a pipe at 5 meters per second. The pipe has
a cross sectional area of 3 square meters. Find the volumetric flow rate of the water coming
out the end of the pipe.

Problem 2:

Suppose the pipe in Problem 1 is cut on the diagonal. The volumetric flow rate of water out
of the pipe is

a) more than 15 cubic meters per second.

b) less than 15 cubic meters per second.

c) 15 cubic meters per second.

d) impossible to determine without more information.

Problem 3:

Use problem 1 and 2 above to develop a rule for finding the volumetric flow rate of a fluid
with constant velocity ~v across a flat surface S that has unit normal vector ~n and area A.

Problem 4:

What are the mathematical concepts related to problems 1-3? Which questions do you
anticipate would promote interest and/or discussion about that concept?
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Two examples of Good Questions and initial and second polllng response data from Cornell
Calculus I (2005). (Note over 95% of the students polled had calculus in high school and
over two thirds of the class had AP credit for it.)

Example 1 Ratios of numbers

If a number very close to 0 is divided by a number close to, but not equal to 0, the result

a) must be a number close to 0. (16%, 0%)

b) must be a number close to 1. (35%, 0%)

c) could be any number. (42%, 100%) *

d) might not be a number at all. (6%, 0%)

Example 2 Real numbers

2) Suppose the distance between a and b on the number line is less than
(

1
10

)N
for all positive

whole numbers N . Then which of the following can we conclude?

a) a = b. (4%, 4%) *

b) a is near, but not necessarily equal to b. (80 %, 86%)

c) a does not have to be close to b. ( 5%, 0%)

d) a is not equal to b. (8%, 10 %)

e) there is not enough information to conclude anything about a and b. (3%, 0%)
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TIMSS (Trends in International Math and Science Survey) 2011 Assessment Framework

Knowing draws on the student’s knowledge of mathematics facts, and assesses their ability
to recall definitions and terminology, recognize mathematical objects (shapes, or equivalent
expression for example), compute carrying out algorithmic procedures, retrieve information
from graphs, measure using instrument or use appropriate units.

Applying calls upon the student to apply knowledge and conceptual understanding in a
problem situation. Students are called upon to select an efficient or appropriate operation or
method for solving a problem where there is a known algorithm; represent or display mathe-
matical information in data, tables, charts or graphs and generate equivalent representations
of a given mathematical entity or relationship; generate a model such as an equation, ge-
ometric figure, or diagram for solving a routine problem; solve routine problems similar to
those encountered in class.

Reasoning Reasoning goes beyond the solution of routine problems to encompass unfamiliar
situations, complex contexts, and multi-step problems. Students are called upon to analyze
relationships between variables or objects and make valid inferences from given informa-
tion; Generalize or extend the domain of mathematical thinking by restating the result in
more general and more widely applicable terms; Integrate/synthesize i.e. make connections
between related representations and make linkages between related mathematical ideas, com-
bine mathematical facts and procedures to establish results; Justify by reference to known
mathematical results or properties; Solve non-routine problems in mathematical or real world
contexts where students are unlikely to have encountered similar items and apply mathe-
matical facts, concepts and procedures in unfamiliar or complex contexts.
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